Answering a question posed by W. W. Comfort, G L. Itzkowitz, and K. A. Ross, it is shown that for every infinite cardinal number a there are a Hausdorff topological group G and a closed subgroup H of G such that d(H) > d(G) = a (here d denotes "density character"). Specifically, for G we take the (appropriately topologized) free Abelian group A(ßD) generated by the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete space D with \D\ = a.
The principal result. For a space X, the free Abelian group A (X) and its topology are defined as usual (see Markov [M] or Graev [G] ; or see [HR, Theorem 8.8 ] for a detailed exposition of the non-Abelian analogue). In particular we have A(X) G P -YliejG¡, where {(G¡,f¡): i G 1} is an enumeration of all topological Abelian groups G¡ and continuous functions/ from X to G j (with, say, G, C PP(X ), this latter condition ensuring that / is a set). We need the following basic properties.
(i) A' is a closed subspace of ^l(A'); (ii) algebraically, A(X) is the free Abelian group generated by X; (iii) for every continuous function / from X into a (Hausdorff) Abelian group G there is a continuous homomorphism/: A(X) «■* G such that/ C /.
In what follows we fix the infinite cardinal a; D and ßD are as defined in the abstract. We set G -A(ßD) and we denote by H the subgroup of G generated (in the group-theoretic sense) by the set U(a) of uniform ultrafilters on a; these are by definition the ultrafilters p G ßD such that A G p implies \A\ = a. We use additive notation, so that G = Í | zk-pk: n < o>,zk G Z,Pk G /?/>}.
Proof. For « < «, define G" = (ßD)" -1^2 zk-Pk: zk G Z,Pk G ßDJ.
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Then G = U"<UC7" and d(G") = a, so that d(G) < co • a = a.
Let S G G he a subset of cardinality < a. Let F C ßD he the set of all elements occuring in a minimal representation of some element of S as integral combination of members of ßD. Then |F| < a. Then F =£ ßD. Let x0
G_ßD -F. Then 3/ ßD -^ [0,1] 3 / is continuous and f(x0) = 1 and /(F) = {0}. Let / be its continuous homomorphic extension from G -* tr.
Then/(S) = {0} and/(x0) = 1. So S # G. So d(G) > a.
Lemma 2. H is a closed subgroup of G.
Proof. Let x = 22=i zk 'Pk G G\H; we assume without loss of generality that p, Q: U(a), zx ¥= 0, and pk =£ p, for 2 < /: < «. There is a continuous function / from ßD to the group of real numbers such that/(pr) = 1 and f(Pk) = 0 for 2 < k < n and /(p) = 0 for all p G U(a). Clearly /(p) = 0
for allp E H, while/(x) = z, ^ 0. Thus x £ clG 7/.
Proof. Suppose that E = {x(t-): £ < y) is dense in // with co < y < a, say with «(£)
= 2 zk(t)-pk(t) («(I) < «,**(«) G Z,pk(i) G 17(a)). /c=l
We define S = {/>*(€): í < Y.* < «(O), so that |S| < co • y = y. It is well known (see for example [GJ, Exercise 12B], or [CN, Corollary 12.20] ) that the space {7(a) admits a family % of nonempty, pairwise disjoint, open subsets such that |%.| > a. It follows that S is not dense in (/(a); we choose p G t7(a)\cl(//x S. As in the proof of Lemma 2 there is a continuous, realvalued function / on (7(a) such that /(p) = 1 and fiq) = 0 for all q G cl^r ) S. Since {/(a) is closed in the normal space ßD, the function/extends continuously to a real-valued function g defined on ßD and we have 8ip) = gip) = 1 and g(<î) = 0 for all q G S; since g is a homeomorphism, it follows that f iq) = 0 for all q G E. Since E is dense in // and p G H we have a contradiction. So the proof is complete. Finally, the theorem announced in the abstract follows immediately from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.
Remark. It is known (see [CIR] and [TSR] ) that if FF is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G, then cf(//) < diG).
